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not as easy as that.   Her husband could say something on
this subject.
As long as there are legal paragraphs that lay down what
adultery is, woman must remain tangled in doubts. But
does the legal paragraph really know what adultery is ?
Is its definition the final" embodiment of eternal truth ?
From the psychological standpoint, which for the woman is
the only one that counts, it is in reality an extremely poor
piece of bungling, as is everything contrived by man for the
purpose of codifying love, For the woman the erotic principle
has nothing whatever to do with ' genital connexions',
or some such savoury formulae invented by the erotically blind
masculine reason, and which, moreover, the opinionating
devil in the woman delights to echo. Neither has it to do
with ' episodic adultery', nor ' extra-marital sexual inter-
course ', nor with ' hoodwinking' the husband; but
simply with love. Nobody but the absolute believer in the
inviolability of traditional marriage could perpetrate such
breaches of good taste ; just as no one but a believer in God
can really blaspheme. But whoever dares to question
marriage cannot break it, and for him the legal definition
has no validity; because, like St. Paul, he feels himself
beyond the law, in the higher estate of love. But, because
all those believers in the law so frequently trespass against
their own laws, out of stupidity, temptation, or mere vicious-
ness, the modern woman begins finally to wonder whether
she too may not belong to the same category. From the
traditional standpoint she does belong there. She has to
realize this^ so that the idols of respectability in her own
psyche can be demolished. To be respectable means, as the/1
word says, to allow oneself to be seen; that is, aj£sj>££iahle
person is one who answers to public expectations, one who 1
Wears an ideal mask—in short, a fraud, Good form is not
a fraud, but when respectability suppresses the soul, that
real, divinely-willed essence of man; then one becomes that
thing which Christ called a ' whited sepulchre '.

